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Abstract 

We have developed a fully isolated low Ron*Qg lateral N/PMOS 

with shallower and deeper profile wells used for a core or a 

high voltage gate logic transistor. A surface concentration due 

to well proximity effect was for the first time found to have a 

large impact on the characteristic and deviation of a low 

Ron*Qg lateral transistor with a 20V breakdown voltage. A well 

being formed far from a drift region and close to a source 

region suppressed a surface concentration due to well 

proximity effect in a drift region to improve Ron and reduced 

the junction electric field to increase a breakdown voltage. 

Characteristic deviation in the low Ron NMOS was also 

reduced, while not in the PMOS. A fully isolated NMOS with a 

well layout optimized to improve Rsp-BVdss has successfully 

achieved a competitive Rsp of 6.8mΩ-mm
2
 and Ron*Qg of 

37mΩ-nC compared to previously reported lateral NMOSs. 

These results indicate that well layout and proximity effect 

must be cared to optimize figure of merits of low voltage 

transistors integrated in PMICs for portable electric products. 

 

Introduction 

The requirements for PMICs in portable applications are a high 

efficiency, a high current capability, and a compatibility with a 

standard fabrication process of logic transistors [1]. For a low-cost 

solution, we have proposed and developed fully isolated 20V 

breakdown voltage low Ron*Qg N/PMOS transistors with shallower 

and deeper profile wells used for a core or a high voltage gate logic 

transistor. The fully isolated NMOS transistor can minimize 

substrate injection when negative transients below substrate bias 

because the two connected pwells can electrically isolate the drain 

from the deep-nwell. A well edge position is a critical parameter in 

this kind of transistor because a surface concentration due to well 

proximity effect (WPE) has a large impact on performance, such as 

specific on-resistance (Rsp) and breakdown voltage (BVdss) [2]. In 

this paper, impact of WPE on fully-isolated 20V breakdown 

voltage low Ron*Qg transistor is analyzed for the first time and an 

optimum well layout is discussed from a practical point of device 

performance and its deviation in a wafer. 

 

Device characteristics 

Fig1 shows a simulated dependence of avalanche breakdown 

distribution in NMOS at gate bias of 0V. Surface concentration due 

to WPE distributes around an edge of shallower profile pwell 

(pwell1). When pwell1 edge exists in a drift region, a surface 

concentration due to WPE decreases the depth of a drift region to 

increase Ron and increases electric field at a LDD/pwell1 junction to 

occur avalanche breakdown there. As pwell1 edge moves from a 

drift region to a channel region, the depth of a drift region increases 

and maximum avalanche position changes from the junction to the 

shallower position just under the gate edge. Fig. 2 shows 

dependence of Vt, Ron, BVdss on the pwell1 edge position in NMOS 

and PMOS. The pwell1 existing in channel region increases Vt and 

BVdss while decreases Ron below data without WPE. A reduction of 

Ron in spite of an increase in Vt and thus channel resistance is 

considered to be attributed to a reduced surface concentration due 

to WPE in a drift region and thus reduced parasitic resistance. A 

PMOS, which suffered the maximum surface concentration due to 

WPE at nwell edge position, showed almost the same dependence 

as an NMOS. Fig.3 shows the dependence of characteristic 

deviation on the shallower well edge position. In NMOS, Vt 

deviation increased when pwell1 edge existed close to the source 

region, while Ron deviation decreased after increase until pwell1 

edge moved close to the gate edge from the drift region. On the 

other hand, decrease in Ron deviation was not observed in PMOS 

when the nwell edge existed close to the source region. Larger 

component of channel resistance sensitive to Vt deviation in PMOS 

is considered to be the reason. Fig.4 shows a benchmark of figure of 

merits of reported lateral NMOSs. Competitive Rsp of 6.8mΩ-mm
2
 

and Ron*Qg of 37mΩ-nC have been achieved compared to previous 

lateral device technologies owing to an optimum well layout. 

 

Conclusions 

A surface concentration due to WPE was found to have a large 

impact on the performance of a low Ron*Qg lateral transistor with a 

low breakdown voltage of 20V. These results indicate that well 

layout and proximity effect must be cared to optimize figure of 

merits of low voltage transistors integrated in PMICs for portable 

electric products. 
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